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Introduction
Children are integral to the literature of the Hebrew Bible and the world that gave rise to its stories, yet they have been largely overlooked in biblical scholarship. One pioneering contribution was The Jewish Family in Antiquity, edited by Shaye Cohen and published in the Brown Judaic Studies series in 1993. In the introduction, Cohen noted that the evidence for studying the Jewish family in antiquity was abundant, but the research was slim. He rightly observed that this was due to "lack of interest" and added, "the purpose of this volume is to stimulate interest in this underexplored field."
1 Twenty years later, this book seeks to build on Cohen's seminal volume by offering a scholarly treatment of children in the Hebrew Bible.
Research in this area is still sparse. The field of childhood studies has expanded greatly over the past few decades with new academic departments and journals emerging.
2 However, childhood studies in the biblical 
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Peasants in the Palestinian Highlands," draws on anthropological comparisons to portray daily routines and religious practices of the home.
10
These works include children as part of the household and society.
Scholarship with a primary interest in women often includes children through attention to issues such as marriage, pregnancy, childbirth, domestic labor, and child rearing. Tikva Frymer-Kensky's essay in Religion, Feminism, and the Family examines relationships within the hierarchies of the family and the state.
11 Noted works combining feminist and social-scientific approaches with textual evidence include 14. Basing his discussion on Josh 7, Lev 18, Ruth, and Mic 7:1-7, Fechter posits that the family grew stronger as the monarchy grew weaker. He suggests that paternal bonds gained increased importance in structuring society during the post-exilic period. 28 However, at the time of this writing, I know of no other monographic study that brings a theoretical and historical discussion of children to studies in the Hebrew Bible and combines this with detailed analysis of one set of stories.
My goals with this book are fourfold: First, to help fill a void in Hebrew Bible scholarship, especially in English. Second, I will show that children were recognized as different from adults in the minds of the biblical writers. The Hebrew Bible contains awareness, and therefore concepts, of childhood. Third, this book offers and demonstrates an intermitigates YHWH's culpability in theologically troubling passages. While Michel's important contribution calls attention to the prevalence and plight of children in the Hebrew Bible, his discussion focuses on children as objects, not agents. 
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pretive approach and methodology by which scholars might examine biblical stories with child characters, especially those who appear in the text briefly and are easy to bypass. Fourth, I seek to convince readers that appreciating these young characters greatly enriches our understanding of the Hebrew Bible. My hope is that more biblical scholars will notice child characters and will be prompted to explore their fascinating stories.
The children of the Hebrew Bible merit this attention for multiple reasons. Most significantly, many people in the ancient world did not survive to adulthood. Incorporating excavation evidence from a tomb in Palestine, with remains dated between the first century bce and the fourth century ce, John Cooper reports that nearly half of this population did not live to age eighteen. 29 Milton Eng points out that the life expectancy, or average age of a person at death, differs from the life span, which is the age one could expect to reach without interference from war, disease, death in childbirth, etc. He estimates that the life expectancy in ancient Israel was probably in the mid-thirties, whereas the typical life span (barring calamities) would be between forty and fifty. 30 In societies with short life expectancies approximately one-third of the total population consists of children.
31 For scholars to ignore this significant demographic while discussing ancient Israel (as many do) is to miss much of the culture that they try to understand.
Analyzing the children in the Hebrew Bible leads scholars to reassess characters, narratives, and the issues they raise. Topics such as adop-tion, birth order, sibling rivalry, inheritance, education, labor, discipline, continuance of the covenant, family rituals, sexuality, child sacrifice, warfare, prostitution, captivity, slavery, abandonment, and incest, to name a few, are seen differently when focusing on the children. Also, children help to shape the stories of the text, even when they play minor roles. Beyond the dramatic characters, those acting in subtle ways frequently mirror important human activity.
32
Episodes from the childhood or youth of a character merit attention since they can help us to fully appreciate his or her adult manifestation. A person's early years help to shape the rest of his/her life. Stories of a character's youth then add dimension to the overall persona, adding complexity to our reading.
33
Children also have an essential theological role in Jewish tradition. James M. M. Francis points out that "Israel as God's child and thereby God as Israel's Father, constitutes a particularly important and predominant motif (Deut. 1.31, 32.1-13; Jer. 3.4; 31.20; Is. 63.16, 64.8-9)." 34 The people of Israel describe themselves as children in relation to YHWH and Israel (l)r#y ynb), and children are part of Israel's restoration (Isa 49:22). Jewish customs and rituals are celebrated in the home and passed down through children. Parents and children have vital obligations to each other, as discussed in the Talmud and other early Jewish literature. 35 The Israelite covenant continues through children, who are integral to families, tribes, and nations.
Perhaps paramount, children permeate the Hebrew Bible. Their presence is tied to questions of legacy, survival, family strength, and honor. Many individual children, from slaves to princes, offer overlooked but riveting stories. Similarly, women in the Bible were neglected throughout most of the history of biblical interpretation. Just forty years ago, there were almost no academic books about biblical women. Today there are hundreds, if not thousands. Yet children in the Hebrew Bible still languish in textual obscurity.
TheoreticalConcerns,MethodologicalConsiderations, andEnsuingApproach
Before embarking on our study of children in the Hebrew Bible, we need a theoretical foundation. Ideas about children and childhood are social constructs that are culturally bound. Our conceptions of children stem from social and economic conditions, as well as contemporary Western intellectual legacies. The biblical field has barely addressed these wider issues in childhood studies.
Modern theories of childhood have been shaped by the seminal work of Philippe Ariès. In 1960, this French historian published L'enfant et la vie familiale sous l'ancien régime (English title: Centuries of Childhood), which suggests that childhood was essentially not recognized as a separate period of life until after the Middle Ages. 36 His thesis sparked formidable controversy and has been widely disputed. However, prominent biblical scholars have adopted Ariès's conclusion that children were seen as "miniature adults" until the modern era. In his essay "The Family in First Temple Israel," Joseph Blenkinsopp highlights Ariès's study and gleans an understanding of childhood from Hebrew terms for children, although he finds the biblical conception of childhood "rather vague and ill-focused." 37 He concurs with Ariès that childhood was not known as a distinct phase of life and adds, "in fact, no biblical source alludes to childhood or youth in the abstract before Koheleth, who speaks of the days of youth (yaldût, Eccl. 11:9-10)."
38 Building on Blenkinsopp's study, Philip King and Lawrence Stager also cite Ariès and observe, "The issue as to whether the Israelites treated their children as children or as 'small-scale adults' remains unresolved."
39 However, to ask whether the Hebrew Bible understands children as "miniature adults" or "children" is to impose a distinction that the text itself has no means to express. 40 There remains a need for a discussion of Centuries of Childhood that serves the biblical field and exposes Ariès's methodological flaws. 41 Some scholars question whether an academic conversation about childhood in the Bible is even appropriate. Andreas Michel maintains that to look for childhood in the Hebrew Bible may be largely irrelevant since children and adults led deeply integrated lives. He argues that applying current ideas of childhood to the Bible is anachronistic and has "culturalcolonist features." 42 Like Michel, Andreas Kunz-Lübcke and Rüdiger Lux assert that Ariès's work may be irrelevant for Hebrew Bible studies, hence the dearth of attention to childhood. 43 These scholars are right to suggest that childhood is not cordoned off from adulthood in biblical understanding, nor does it resemble modern ideas of childhood. Yet this is not the same as saying that there is no concept of childhood in the Hebrew Bible. Understandings of childhood must not be limited to current Western presumptions. The question is not whether "the Israelites treated children as children," as King and Stager ask (above), because that assumes our understanding of childhood, carrying expecations that children should be coddled, cared for, educated, and cherished. Rather, we should ask, How did they treat their children? What can we infer about adults' attitudes toward children and children's attitudes toward adults? Was there any recognition of children's separate status? How can we discover what the ancient writers of the Hebrew Bible thought about children and childhood?
I offer two strategies: linguistic and literary. With the majority of biblical scholars, I think that the Hebrew Bible is grounded in the lives of real people in the region of Palestine during the millennium before the Common Era. Exactly who the Bible writers were and precisely how much the Hebrew Bible reflects historical reality are ultimately unanswerable questions. 44 This project then focuses on the world portrayed in the Hebrew Bible, that is, biblical Israel. I understand that the writers of these texts were primarily privileged men who came from the upper echelons of society. 45 Presumably, their writings and the environment they portray must have borne some resemblance to people's lives to be not only relevant but compelling. Still, the extent to which the literary and historical worlds mirror each other is not my concern. This level of correspondence remains the reader's interpretive choice, while I focus on how the Hebrew Bible portrays its children, through both vocabulary and narratives.
This book is divided into two sections: Part I offers theoretical, historical, contextual, linguistic, literary, and metholodogical frameworks to recognize and appreciate children in biblical texts, and Part II analyzes stories with children in the Elisha cycle. Tales about Elisha begin in 1 Kgs 19:15-21, when Elijah chooses Elisha as his successor, and end with Elisha's death in 2 Kgs 13:14-21. Highlighting Elisha's role as a wonderworker among common people, the bulk of these narratives appear in 2 Kings 2-8. Taken together, these seven chapters contain forty-nine child characters, which is a strikingly high number. These child characters have received little attention from biblical scholars, further contributing to my decision to focus on them. Finally, by concentrating on one literary collection, I can offer more cohesive conclusions.
In Part I, Chapter 1 ("Concepts of Children and Childhood: A Theoretical and Historical Framework") discusses issues in the wider field of childhood studies to bring this knowledge to the biblical field. This chapter also reviews the history of current Western understandings about children and childhood to increase awareness of our own biases. By acknowledging our assumptions about what it means to be a child, we can keep these presumptions at bay and replace them with knowledge revealed in the text.
Chapter 2 ("Learning about Children and Youth in the Hebrew Bible through Language: A Contextual and Linguistic Framework") operates from the premise that language derives from experience and vocabulary is an index of a culture's ideas. 46 After noting the prevalence of children in the Hebrew Bible and briefly touching upon linguistic theory, I examine Hebrew terms that designate children and young people, approximately up to the age of marriage. 47 Previous works have also reviewed these terms, along with others for children and youth, though usually in less detail. 48 The analysis here focuses primarily on textual usage and the insights gained from these terms to develop an understanding of childhood in the Hebrew Bible. I group these words by family association, gender, and stages of growth since they lend themselves to these categorizations.
Chapter 3 ("Approaching the Elisha Cycle: A Literary and Methodological Framework") offers contextual discussions for understanding the Elisha cycle then proposes a methodology for childist interpretation (explained below). This chapter looks at the genre of these narratives, as well as their theological role within the Deuteronomistic History. I explain why minor characters, such as children whom biblical commentators frequently fail to notice, are nonetheless highly significant. I then propose a methodology that gives attention to the setting, characters, and plot of the story, followed by an interpretation that leads to insights about children. The final step of analysis connects the passage at hand with other references to children in the Hebrew Bible to show wider implications for understanding biblical concepts of childhood. In sum, the discussion of each narrative consists of six sections entitled Setting, Characters, Reviewing the Plot from a Childist Perspective, Childist Interpretation, Insights about Children, and Children and Textual Connections.
Part II consists of textual analyses that follow the prescribed six-step methodology. 49 The title of each discussion centers on the children in the selected passage of the Elisha cycle. These are the Mockers of Bethel (2 Kgs 2:23-25), the Moabite Prince (2 Kgs 3:26-27), the Debt-Collateral Children (2 Kgs 4:1-7), the Shunammite's Son (2 Kgs 4:8-37), the Israelite Slave Girl (2 Kgs 5:1-14), the Sons of the Starving Mothers (2 Kgs 6:24-31), and the Boy Restored to Life (2 Kgs 8:1-6).
50 Unlike better-known children in the Hebrew Bible, 51 the children in the Elisha cycle do not grow up to assume larger roles in the text and acquire biblical fame. They are not named nor do they reappear, save a brief return by a boy who is brought back to life (2 Kgs 4:8-37; 8:1-6). Since the spotlight is not on the young characters in the Elisha cycle, they offer a textual "back window" through which readers might peer in to get an honest glimpse at life for children in the periods that produced and preserved these texts. 53 The interdisciplinary discussions draw upon narrative criticism, while incorporating insights from historical criticism and social-scientific disciplines, notably archaeology and anthropology. 49 . The discussion of the final text analyzed here (2 Kgs 8:1-6) diverges from this pattern since this passage re-introduces a child character who has already been discussed.
50. The small children briefly mentioned in 2 Kgs 8:12 (Mhyll() are part of a literary trope and do not appear in a scene, so I do not analyze this passage.
51. E.g., Isaac being sacrificed (Gen 22:1-13), Joseph with his coat (Genesis 37), Moses and Miriam at the bulrushes (Exod 2:1-9), or Samuel in the temple (1 Sam 2:18-21; 3:1-19).
52. Reidar Aasgaard observes that the writers' disinterest in children can lead to less polished and more forthright portrayals. He notes that the lack of "rhetorical or ideological adaptation" offers readers an opportunity to learn about the lives of children or attitudes toward them ("Children in Antiquity," 25).
53. In linguistic studies, "text" refers to "a unit of language in use . . . [i.e.,] a meaning unit which is structured so that it coheres and functions as a unity with respect to its environment," be it written or oral. See Janet Jones, Sandra Gollin, Helen Drury, and Dorothy Economou, "Systemic-Functional Linguistics and Its Application to the TESOL Curriculum," 
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awareness of its anti-child prejudices. He asserts that "childist" theological ethics reframes questions of human responsibility toward all people, including those who are young.
60 For Wall, "childism" joins movements appreciating the full personhood of every individual, akin to feminism, womanism, or humanism. 61 Psychoanalyst Elisabeth Young-Bruehl agrees that an underlying bias against children is pervasive and disregarded in North American society. Both Wall and Young-Bruehl maintain that a focus on "childism" will help to identify and counter anti-child discrimination. However, for Young-Bruehl "childism" names a harmful prejudice, like racism, sexism, classism, ageism, or anti-Semitism. She cites publications in psychology and psychiatry dating from the late 1960s that introduced the term "childism" as decidedly negative.
62 (Working in a different field, Wall makes no reference to these early studies.)
This poses a quandary. On one hand, the negative term "childism," reflecting demeaning and harmful attitudes, has already been established and used by academics for decades. On the other hand, to use the term "childism" positively can offer a fresh and galvanizing lens through which to view not only ethics but texts. Since "childism" has not yet reached popular parlance as a term that reflects a bias either for or against children, the jury is still out. Therefore, this book should weigh in to influence if and how the term might be used in biblical studies.
I encourage biblical scholars to adopt Wall's understanding of the term "childism." Using this word positively emphasizes children's active role in shaping culture, instead of seeing them as largely passive or victimized. Many adults view children as living according to adults' rules and decisions, with little power of their own. While this is true in many respects, adults often fail to notice how children strategize and act to accomplish goals, exert control, maintain relationships, and organize their lives. Even babies and toddlers have tremendous ability to restructure adult lives. Just as we often do not acknowledge children's influence in families and societies, we have largely ignored their roles in the text. "Childism," as an affirming term, helps us recognize children as agents in culture and in literature.
To speak of a childist interpretation seems appropriate for this book that explores stories of the Bible's children much as feminist biblical scholars have focused on women. The approach here also reassesses previously neglected characters. Like feminist biblical interpretation, childist biblical interpretation becomes part of a larger movement that questions engrained patterns of thought that minimize the contributions of certain kinds of people. Certainly, to use the word "childist" carries risks. This term is still relatively obscure, and many scholars will find such language awkward. Others might hear something similar to "racist" or "sexist." However, I trust that the following discussion will be clear in its childist goal: to identify and appreciate the influence and importance of promising, compelling young biblical characters.
